
Speaker Coaching
When I won the 2021 World Championship of Public speaking, I knew that my success was a

direct result of the coaching I received. Without guidance, my speeches would not have

reached the level they did. That is why I am passionate about helping other speakers reach

great heights too. I have been coaching speakers for events for 10 years and since becoming

World Champion I have had a corporate client win an international industry contest and have

several Toastmasters who are through to District Level of the 2022 contest. Choosing to be

coached is an investment in yourself and in the results you are wanting achieve.

How It Works
I work in 1-hour sessions via Zoom where we work through your speech structure, your

central message and your delivery. Before each session I review the latest recording and

transcript of your speech so that we can get right into things. All sessions are recorded so that

you can refer back to them.

What It Costs
Sessions cost $250 USD per hour or $699 for 3 sessions. Invoices are issued with a credit card

link for ease of payment or can be purchased on my website.

What Coaching Isn’t
Coaching isn’t a guarantee that you will place in a contest, but it does guarantee that you will

work to deliver your best possible speech. Coaching does not entail the coach writing your

speech for you but rather guiding your thinking so that you can go away and put in the work.

https://www.iamverity.com/e/Speaker-Coaching-p462081002


There are three things
to aim at in public speaking:
first, to get into the heart of your subject,
then to get your subject into your heart,
and lastly, to get your subject
into the heart of your audience.

Alexander Gregg

Your coaching was fabulous - actually beyond my expectations for how
helpful it was. You have a real gift Verity, I have learned an enormous
amount in one hour... and not only about speech construction and delivery,
but more about myself too. Annie Martin, Australia

My public speaking has changed from dull and insecure to vibrant and
professional. I was taught how to keep an audience entertained and
engaged even whilst relaying information which on its own would be
boring. I was given skills which I will benefit from for the rest of my life,
and through these skills I was able to win the Young International
Freight Forwarder of the Year for 2021! Thank you for all your time
and effort Verity, I am truly grateful to have worked with you.
Justin Goedhart, South Africa

Verity has been coaching me with levelling up in public speaking contests for

a few months and it has been absolutely game-changing! Verity has

supported me so powerfully, she has been willing to challenge me, help me

see my inner authenticity and realness, and has enabled me to flourish with

vulnerability.

This deep exploration and her absolute gold standard of understanding

speech contests has enabled me to change and grow so much as a speaker in

such a small time frame. Jody Dontje, Australia

Testimonials

I believe there are two things you need to shine in a contest. 
The right speech and the right mindset. My job as a coach 
is to help you get both! 

www.iamverity.com verity@iamverity.com +27826855256
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